The Crayon; a Versatile Medium for Creative Expression, Davis Publications, 1969, George F. Horn, 9780871920294, 1969

Art Crayon is a buttery-smooth, wax-based soft pastel in a sturdy, fully-loaded retractable holder with an ergonomic grip and a clear protective cap. A versatile medium that’s suitable for a variety of fine art and mixed media work, Art Crayons work well on raw or primed surfaces such as paper, canvas, fabric or wood. Create rich, textural solids at 100%, blend and stamp colors for beautiful backgrounds, or brush with water for transparent effects or reductive techniques like wipe stenciling. 25 vivid, lightfast colors plus a blender; sets also available. Highly-pigmented and water-soluble. Wi The child's creative expression during specific stages in his mental and emotional growth can only be understood and appreciated if the general causal interdependence between creation and growth is understood. (Continued on back flap). V. /ætʃə/. o 1 n 1 11. M M. Digitized by the Internet Archive. in 2011 with funding from. National Federation of the Blind (NFB). Using several different media can help create depth and dimension in an art piece. We carry a number of sketchbooks that are designed to take different media and can handle just about anything. Beginners can also benefit from using versatile sketchbooks as they figure out what kind of media or paper they prefer. Stillman & Birn make a wide array of specialized papers for sketching, and the Zeta sketchbook is our favorite for all-purpose use. With its heavy weight and smooth finish, this sketchbook lends itself well to almost any media and the true white paper showcases colors faithfully.